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ABSTRACT

We develop conservative models of water table response to
displacements just beneath the water table simulating (1) shallow
intrusion of a dike and (2) high level slip on a normal fault locked at
the end. For matrix flow, we find local water table excursions of
un¢ter 10 m. in cases of isotropic permeability which includes dike
inflation of 4 m and fault slips corresponding to earthquakes having
a moment magnitude of 7.4. Even for enhancements of vertical
permeability up to 104:1, excursions did not exceed 15 m which
implies that pumping is strongly volume limited. We also present an
analysis of upward directed flow in cracks for the case of
earthquake induced pore pressure changes. For matrix properties
characteristic of the Calico Hills (vitric) formation and a crack
distribution bounding the potential flow capacity of published data,
we estimate an upper bound of 0.25 cu m. of ground water per m. of
fault length as the amount capable of being pumped to a level 250 m.
above the normal water table. While the presence of even larger

' fractures than assumed might carry more ground water to that level,
an absolute upper limit of less than 50 cu. m..per m. of fault length

D
is available to be pumped assuming a value n=0.46 for the rock
porosity. For less porous rocks typical of the Topopah Springs or
Tiva Canyon formations (n=0.10) the upper limit may be reduced to
less than 10 cu. m. per m. of fault length This upper limit depends
only upon strain, the height of pumping above the water table and the
formation porosity.
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Introduction

We report the results of a scoping study to investigate

processes leading to water table excursions at Yucca Mountain. The

motivation for this study arises from the recognition of a dearth of

quantifiable models to either defend (Szymanski, review draft 1987;

1989) or criticize the thesis of large, temporal changes in the water

. table level at the proposed site for a high level nuclear waste

repository. The DOE sponsored review (Dudley et al., 1989) of the
¥

m

Szymanski manuscript echoes this view in stating that a need exists

for "calculations with simplified phenomenological models [to]

establish the magnitudes of both potentiometric and water table

response to physically possible ranges of stress changes".

During the past 3 years of dialogue on the suitability of Yucca

Mtn as a possible site for a-waste repository, various mechanisms

have been proposed, usually in a qualitative manner, as having the

potential to cause substantial changes in the water table level.

These basic ideas and their variants seem to fall into one of three

groups having to do with climatic changes, tectonism and volcanism.

No attempt is made to evaluate ali these concepts. Rather, we have

decided to focus on the often mentioned mechanical coupling

• between elastic and hydrologic processes that may be considered to

be characteristic of both tectonic and volcanic events. The model

of Sibson et al. (1975), which introduces the concept of "seismic

pumping", is prototypical of those tectono/volcano-hydrologic

processes that we investigate here. Initially, we attempt to

quantify the implications for water table excursions of the specific

example given by Sibson et al. (1975). Much of the latter part of this



report will be devoted to developing coupled elastic/hydrologic

models using existing computer programs to quantify various

aspects of a generalized mechanism that couples deformation,

produced either by fault slip or magmatic intrusion, to water table

excursions.

lt is emphasized that the elastic and I_ydrologic models

developed in the course of this scoping effort approximate what we

believe are realistic situations in terms of the stress and hydrologic

regimes. Whenever it has been necessary to employ simplifying

assumptions, we have attempted to select ones that enhance water

table response. Thus, we view our models as providing upper bounds

on excursions of the saturated zone for precisely the cases

represented.
....

Backaround

The effects of seismicity and volcanism might affect the

water table through two different categories of processes. The

passive category represents those hydrologic models in which a

ground water flow is modified by spatially non-uniform hydraulic

conductivity resulting from faulting or intrusive volcanism. The

Garlock fault-zone northeast of Los Angeles appears to provide an

excellent example of the structural control of a hydrologic system

(Lippincott et al., 1985). Two wells separated in a transverse

direction in the fault-zone by about 1 kilometer have exhibited

virtually independent behavior regarding changes in water table

levels. The presence of a branch of the fault between the two wells

presumably results in a region of low hydraulic conductivity.
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Similarly, a volcanic dike complex has been linked to the formation

of a hydraulic gradient at Kilauea Volcano in Hawaii (Jackson and

Kauahikaua, 1987). Estimates of the depth to the water table based

upon self-potential methods indicate that ground, water may be

retained at abnormally high elevations (100-200 m above sea level)

within the east rift zone. A hydraulic gradient in the vicinity of

. Yucca Mtn. may be an example of this kind of control (Barr and Miller;

1987, Czarnecki and Wadell, 1984).

The movement of the water table by production of a

pore/fracture pressure change resulting from seismicity or

volcanism characterizes the active category of processes. The

dilatancy-diffusion seismic mechanism (Frank; 1965, Nur; 1972)

motivated the qualitative , work of Sibson et al. (1975) upon which

some of the concern about water table rise at Yucca Mountain is

based. The pattern of mineralization observed to fill fractures in

trench 14 at Yucca Mtn. does bear some similarity to that described

by Sibson et al. (1975) as being an indicator of the operation of a

cyclic seismic pumping mechanism. In the model of Sibson et al.,

the intermittant pattern of mineral layering in veins is explained by

the gradual reopening of old mineralized fractures followed by the

• strain induced flow of solutions such as carbon dioxide saturated

brines that, according to their theory, follows seismic events.

Successive cycles of reopening, fluid flow and plugging by

mineralization result in veining with multiple layers.

That fault creep events can drive water level changes in wells

is accepted to the extent that monitoring wells are viewed as

strainmeters for tectonic activity (Johnson et al. 1974). Motivated

III ,,, IIr
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by the diagnostic potential of wells for aseismic processes, a

number of models have been developed for the response of water

wells in confined aquifers near faults that are subject to

translating creep events. In an aquifer covered by an impermeable /

cap, pore prossure changes caused by creep events translate into

transient head changes in wells. In this circumstance, the well

becomes a gauge for monitoring slip induced pressure changes in the

aquifer. Using an analytical approach, Wesson (1981) found that

water level changes in wells near the surface could be as much as

several meters in response to a one meter dislocation propagating

horizontally at the rate of 10 km/day along a strike-slip fault 10 km

below the surface. His approximate model, which did not take into

account diffusion or the effects of the capillary transition zone,

related calculations of temporal pore pressure changes at a point to

water well response with the aid of a "leaky integrator" model

developed by Johnson et al. (1973).

In their model for strike-slip creep in the Garlock fault zone,

Lippincott et al. (1985) performed similar calculations to model

well response to a passing dislocation. They used the hydrostatic

relationship between pore pressure change and head change,

appropriate for the confined aquifer case, to obtain the response of "

the water table in wells. Again, their model did not treat pore

water diffusion and the existence of a capillary transition zone.

Their observations of water level changes of 15-30 cm are in

response to creep events with amplitudes of several millimeters to

one centimeter according to their models.



For the confined aquifer model, the coupling of pore pressure

changes that result from traveling dislocations to pore water

diffusion was found to produce different well responses from those

predicted by the above analyses (Roeloffs and Rudnicki, 1984).

More recently, this model has been used to investigate water well

responses in a confined aquifer to a static distribution of strain

. resulting from a dislocation (Rudnicki and Hsu, 1988). The model

was used to investigate the effect of a fault zone that acts as a

barrier to hydrologic flow. Their results for the Garlock fault zone

differ in detail from the earlier work of Lippincott et al. but t laey

still indicate about the same amplitude of response for a given slip.

Ali the models discussed involve observations made in wells at

depth following a slip event. Because they ali assume the special

case of a well p_hetrating a confined aquifer, the calculated water

level excursions are extreme. An estimate of the excursion of the

"free surface" of the water table will be more useful for the

problems considered here.

A number of anomalies associated with surface hydrology have

also been reported in association with earthquakes. A recent

compilation of reported hydrologic effects of selected North

" American earthquakes (Raney, 1988) chronicles the occurrence of

surface effects such as water spouts and streams with large

changes in flow rate. Such observations have been occasionally used

to infer very large pore pressure changes leading to large changes in

the water table at depth. The new regional elastic/hydrologic

models presented here support the view that short term surface

events are highly localized in nature and result from near surface
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changes in strain that act upon water at or very near the surface.

Indeed, ali the elastic models presented here exhibit potential

hydrologic source/sink regions of dilatation and compression at the

surface that occur in conjunction with inflation of cracks or slip on

faults at depths 0.75 km or more below. On this basis, we argue that

short term changes in surface hydrology, such as sand boils, flow

rate changes in streams and water spouts, are a poor indicator of

the hydrologic state at depth.

The_Seismic Pumping Model of Sibson et al. (1975)

The qualitative model of Sibson et al. (1975) was intended to

explain observations of mineral veining. This model of tectono-

hydrologic coupling assumes the formation of a fractured dilatant

zone that centers on-a fault and is a result of increasing crustal

stresses. The occurrence of dilatancy is accompanied by a local

decrease in pore pressure. In response to this decrease, ground

water gradually diffuses into the dilatant region and into fractures

with time which allows the pore pressure to rise again to its initial

value. Finally, when rapid slip on the fault takes place, elastic

forces attempt to return the zone to its original state of stress.

However, the fractured rock mass is now filled with groun-_water

which begins to flow in response to these restoring forces. Since

the model assumes a preferential vertical orientation for fractures,

ground water is ejected vertically from the dilatant zone. lt is

assumed that this mineral rich ground water leaving the dilatant

zone gives rise to precipitation in open cracks until plugging occurs.

These cracks then cease to be a path for further hydrologic flow



until a new round of stress building occurs that further widens them

thereby reopening old paths for future pulses of ground water.

In the development of the model by Sibson et al., the formation

of a dilatant region by fracturing of the rock mass is treated only in

a kinematic sense with no reference to the dynamics of fracture

formation in a system where confining stresses due to the lithostat

. are important. In fact, it still remains to be demonstrated that

shear stresses on a strike-slip fault can even produce the

hypothesized dilatancy distribution. The consensus among

seismologists is that the evidence for dilatancy based upon

observations of uplift and/or seismic velocity variations is meager

to nonexistent. In addition, recent laboratory studies seem to

suggest that the typical volumetric strains (AV/V=IO-5) assumed

for an m--6 event in the model of Sibson et al. are small compared to

volumetric strains associated with the growth of microcrack shear

zones needed to produce significant new fracturing. By subjecting

Indiana limestone to differential compressive stresses, it was found

that _ncQnfined samples required volumetric strains of order 10-3

before the coalescence of microcracks produced shear failure by

fracture formation (Zheng, 1989). For confined samples, which

• simulate th_ effect of the lithostat, a transition from elastic to

plastic deformation was typically observed beyond volumetric

strains of approximately 3x10 -3to almost 10-2, that is, failure due

to large fracture formation usually did not occur. The results

obtained by Zheng agree with the prevailing view that an increase in

confining pressure makes the probability of microcrack interaction

less likely IKranz, 1983). Thus, in addition to a lack of new fracture
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formation at the values of dilatancy anticipated for the model of

Sibson et al., Zheng's work also suggests that any new volume

resulting from microcracking under confinement will be poorly

interconnected. From a hydrologic perspective, this suggests that

ground water flow from newly opened cracks in the dilatant zone

will be limited by flow through the rock matrix.

The periodic opening and closing of existing water filled joints

in response to earthquake induced changes in crustal stress is a

mechanism that may warrant further consideration. While joints

may have the potential to act as deformable reservoirs/pathways

for ground water, several potential barriers to this mode of

operation seem to exist. As opening of a joint occurs, propping is to

be expected as mineralization or filling with debris occurs. This

will limit the amount of closure that can occur a_er a slip event. In

addition, a mineralized joint or one filled with fines may be less

permeable than the surrounding rock matrix. Furthermore, for a

highly jointed region, it is uncertain as to how much stress is

available to drive closure of the joints following an earthquake

since the presence of joints reduces the elastic restoring forces in

the dilatant zone itself (see Engelder, 1987). The elastic crust

exterior to the jointed zone will exert a normal stress of only °

several bars on the zone of dilatancy for a volumetric strain of 10-5.

This estimate was obtained from the solution for the normal stress

on the wall of an inflated void in an elastic medium (Roark, 1943).

For dilatancy to occur in the earth's crust, local tension must

overcome not only elastic forces in the rock mass but also the

contribution owing to the lithostat. Presuming that local tensional
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stresses are somehow adequate to do this, the question arises as to

how long local stresses can act to either widen a crack or even keep

it open in the presence of confining stresses. If the time scale over

which relaxation of intense local stresses that give rise to

individual fractures is short compared to the time over which

regional aseismic stresses build (1-100 years), then fracture

. induced dilatancy will not occur. The tendency for local stress

fields to relax or diffuse might be a result of such processes as

crack tip propagation, creep and stress corrosion (Atkinson and

Meredith 1987). Evaluation of the pertinent time scales for stress

growth and relaxation processes remains as an important exercise

to determine the applicability of dilation as the driving mechanism

for seismic pumping.

From puT-ely hydrodynamic considerations, it is readily

arguable that seismic pumping is not required at ali to move fluid

through reopened fractures below the water table. After fractures

are opened below the water table, ground water flow and chemical

transport can be driven by temperature differences (thermal

convection), mineral precipitation (double diffusive convection) and

exsolution of phases (two-phase flow). In this kind of model for

' mineralization, changes in the crustal stress field only serve to

_ open or reopen fractures; the flow that occurs once the fracture is

opened is driven by ubiquitous buoyancy forces that are always

available to move fluid. A strong case can be made that the

intermittancy of the veining patterns requires that some flow

process occurred. However, the conclusion of Sibson et al. that
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seismic pumping is responsible for the flow is an extrapolation

beyond the available observations.

Implication of the Model of Sibson et al. for Water Table Rise

In the paper by Sibson et al., no attempt is made to estimate

the potential for the rise of the water table in response to an

earthquake event of magnitude m=6. With the aid of several

assumptions, it is possible to estimate the rise that might occur

given the value of vulumetric strain used in their paper. The ten

kilometer diameter dilatant region that they assumed for ti_is m=6

event implies a total dilatant volume of 523 cubic kilometers. Using

their assumed average volumetric strain of 10-5, we calculate an

excess of 5x109 liters (5x106 m 3) of water that would be available

to raise the water table_-- We now make the exceedingly conservative

and unrealistic assumption that ali the excess water is somehow

channeled from this large dilatant volume into a narrow (100 m

wide) fault zone of high permeability running the 10 km length of

the dilatant region (Figure 1). Based upon the excess volume, we

would anticipate a maximum rise of 50 m within the fault zone for a

porosity of 0.10.
I

Numerical Models for Water Table Response

The models presented here differ significantly, as enumerated,

from previous quantitative models of tectono-hydrologic coupling.

(1) The models treat the more general case of the "free surface"

response of the water table in an unconfined aquifer. (2.) The

existence of a vadose zone or capillary transition zone that avoids

ii
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an unrealistic sharp transition from totally saturated to totally dry

pore space is also taken into account. This feature results in

greater excursions of the water table than would be predicted by

models without this zone. (3.) The models for pore fluid flow

include both over-pressuring due to compression and desaturation

due to dilatancy below the water table surface, i.e., sources and

sinks. The maximum pore pressures achieved in the models are

comparable to those maxima pertaining to known slip events

estimated by Raleigh et al. (1972). (4.) Anisotropic permeabilities

favoring vertical water transport are employed in certain

calculations. (5.) Hydraulic conductivity is realistically treated as a

function of pressure head by combining van Genuchten's (1978)

model for saturation and Maulem's (1976) model for hydraulic

conductivity in ali calculations. (6.) The boundary element elastic

model for faults and dike intrusions includes the realistic free

surface boundary condition.

The Elastic/H:_rologic Solution

A flow chart (Figure 2) is used to illustrate the method for

obtaining water table excursions from displacements simulating

" intrusion of a dike or slip on a normal fault. The geometry and

. displacements assumed were input into a boundary element solver to

obtain the volumetric strain distribution. To determine pore

pressures from the volumetric strain, one of two poroelastic models

were used. The resulting pore pressure field along with additional

information about the hydrologic domain, physical properties and

boundary conditions constitutes an initial value problem. A

r_ _
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hydrologic code was used to solve this by tracking both the gradual

relaxation of the initial pore pressure field and the response of the

water table as water flowed away from zones of higher pressure.

We now discuss details of this approach.

The program used to obtain the strain distributions used to

determin9 pore pressure is based on boundary element methods

described by Crouch and Starfield (1983). The version _f the

technique adopted approximates solutions to elastic problems using

dislocation elements for which displacements are specified. The

program can accommodate up to 1000 elements and media of

differing elastic constants or gravitating media can be introduced.

Facilities are available to set-up a wide range of boundary

geometries and conditions and calculations can be carried out

directly under half-space boundary conditions. Some of these

applications are described by Bilham and King 1989, Hackman et al,

1990, King and Ellis 1990, King and Sammis 1990 and King et al.,

1991. The technique for evaluating the stress/strain distribution of

tectonic or volcanic features consists of introducing a series of

dislocation elements into an elastic medium. The location and

amplitude of slip or displacement on the elements, which represents

the features dynamically, is then adjusted such that stresses and

displacements at boundaries and interfaces reasonably approximate

the real problem being examined. In the simple cases considered

here, displacements have been assigned to single boundary elements

positioned vertically below the surface of the half-space to

simulate either inflation of a dike (displacement normal to the

boundary element) or slip on a normal fault locked at its end

III ..........
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(displacement along the boundary element). For each problem, the

volumetric strain distribution was deternlined for the coordinates

of each node on a grid of 4800 or 7200 nodes corresponding to that

used in the finite element hydrologic solver.

Pore pressures were calculated as a function of the volumetric

strain, _kt!V = exx + eyy, according to "_ne of two models. One model

- assumed that in a compressed volume of rock, ali the volume change

would eccur in the pore space, the rock matrix itself being

incompressible. (For a non-welded tuff such as the vitric Calico

Hills formation having a porosity of n-46%, a total volume, decrease

of 0.1% would imply a corresponding decrease in porosity of 0.1/46

or 0.22%.) The pertinent equation for the pore pressure change due

to compression of pore space only is
__ -Mb '

AP=---. (AV/V)n

where Mb is the bulk modulus for water. In terms of the diagonal

strain components this expression yields

AP=-4.87x109. (exx+ eyy) nt/m2. (1)

The other model for the relationship between pore pressure and the

strain field was obtained by equating pore pressure to the negative
1

of the mean normal stress (Wesson, 1981), i.e., P=-_-(c_xx+ (_yy + O'zz).

In the most general form of the preceeding equation, a constant

varying between zero and one, called Skempton's coefficient, _hould

multiply the right side (see Rudnicki and Hsu, 1988). To be

conservative in this analysis, we have set this constant equal to one.
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To determine the values of (_ii in our model, we used a plane strain

formulation to find the stresses from the strains induced in the

elastic half-space. The plain strain formulation requires that ali

strains lie in the x-y plane with the z component constrained to be

zero. This formulation ensures maximal mean stresses. The mean of

the three stress components (Crouch and Starfield, 1983) that result

may be written as

P--?[l v]  exx.e,y
in which E and v are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for the rock

matrix. For the Calico Hills vitric formation, the change in pore

pressure is then

....

Ap=-7.98x109. (exx + eyy) nt/m2. (3)

Because equation (3) results in a greater .increase in pore pressure

than equation (1) for the formation considered, we have used it for

most of the calculations although the difference is not great enough

to affect the implications of this analysis, lt should also be noted

that in some cases characterized by either a somewhat smaller

value of porosity, n, or Young's modulus, E, equation (1) may produce

a larger pore pressure change. However, this would imply that

Skempton's coefficient can exceed unity. For the case in which a

change in normal stresses in the rock matrix are themselves

responsible for the pore pressure change, it is difficult to

understand how this can happen.
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After conversion of the nodal values of volumetric strain to

pore pressures, the nodal data was used in the hydrologic model as

the initial values of the pore pressure field. The finite element code

NORIA (Bixler, 1984) was used to solve the initial value problem for

the response of the water table. Features of the code include the

use of quadratic basis functions and eight-node recta.ngular

- elements. The problem solved is inherently transient and its

solution utilized a time integration scheme which uses a predictor-

corrector method coupled to a Newton iteration procedure. A major

advantage of this particular integrator is automatic time step

adjustment. Because the automatic procedure adjusts each time

step to maintain a uniform time truncation error, even when natural

time scales change severely, there was no need to estimate these

time scales before beginning integration. For the problems

discussed here, the natural time scales were found to vary from

fractions of a second to years. Spatial resolution was guaranteed by

using a biased mesh with finer spacing in the region where rapid

changes in flow properties, such as saturation, or in the pressure

field might occur. Mesh biasing at the water table permitted spatial

resolutions on the order of one centimeter to be obtained. With

• biasing on both sides of the water table, it was found that, for the

intrusion domain of 1 x 2.1 km, 600 elements were adequate to

spatially resolve the water table response. For the normal fault

case, 900 elements covering a 1.25 x 1 km area were used. The

hydrologic domain included between 50 and 100 meters of the

unsaturated zone overlying the water table. This was found to be

quite adequate since the water table rise never exceeded 15 meters
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above its initial level. The boundary conditions for the domain were

no-flow horizontal and top boundaries and either a no-flow or

constant pressure bottom boundary. Switching the bottom boundary

conditions had no significant effect on the water table rise. The

main advantage of the constant pressure bottom boundary condition

is that water can flow in or out of the domain simulating more

realistic far field behavior. In any case, the effect of a finite

domain that covers the zcne of maximum pore pressures is to over

estimate the actual water table rise.

Simulation of the capillary transition zone above the water

table (defined here to be a saturation of S=0.99) is another of the

major features of the hydrologic models presented here. In the

hydrologic code, the saturation, S, or degree of pore filling is a

nonlinear function of the pressure head, _, as modeled in the

relationship of van Genuchten (1978),
i

sl /= + Sr (4)

in which X=1-1/1_.

The value of the saturation is also known to affect the hydraulic

conductivity. For the unsaturated zone, we use van Genuchten's

formulation given in equation (4) to express the hydraulic

conductivity versus saturation model of Maulem (1976) in terms of

pressure head'
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The quantities o_,I_ and ;Lare empirically determined for each

permeable material. They are given along with other physical

properties for the Calico Hills (vitric) formation in Table 1. Our

criterion in selecting properties for the hydrologic model was to

bound the excess volume of water available to leave a compressed

zone. The Calico Hills (vitric) formation is the highest porosity

Yucca Mtn. layer and in this model the excess pore fluid is

proportional to porosity, lt is also characterized by relatively high

matrix hydraulic conductivity which shortens transient response of

the water table. The relative sparsity of fractures in this formation

ensures that its composite hydraulic conductivity, which includes

fracture flow, is about the same as its matrix conductivity

(Klavetter and Peters, 1986). Use of a lower matrix conductivity

will main yly-affect the water table response time and not the

amplitude of response.

Case 1: Intrusion of a Volcanic Dike

Dikes produced during the most recent episodes of volcanism

near Yucca Mtn. are typically 2 m or less in width (Bruce Crowe,

personal communication). There is also some evidence that a width

' of about 2 m represents an upper bound on the amount of inflation

that rising magma can produce in the crust (Davis, 1983). This

bound is based upon observations of surface tilt and the depth to

seismic hypocenter locations produced by magma intrusion. For

dikes that do not break the earth's surface, the model of Davis

suggests maximum dike aspect ratios falling between 2-3x10 -4.

The maximum depth of earthquakes in the basin and range province is

Iill
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roughly 10-15 km (G. Zandt, personal communication). Using this

range as being characteristic of the maximum dike length for brittle

regions of the crust, we would anticipate maximum dike widths

produced soley by inflation to be about 2 - 4 m. lt is important to

recognize that this calculation does not bound the total width of a

dike. Rather, it bounds the contribution of widening produced by

normal stresses that give rise to elastic strains in the surrounding

wall rock. lt is this mechanism for widening that will affect pore

fluid pressures. The other mechanism for widening involves wall

rock removal which should not significantly affect the stress field

in the wall rock.

Figure 3 illustrates the contoured regions of dilatancy (black

to gray) and compression (white to gray) resulting from the inflation

of a 2 m dike that is assumed to end 750 m below the earth's surface

and 250 m below the water table. (The placement of the water

table, located 500 m below the surface, corresponds to its

approximate depth at Yucca Mtn.) The dark frame represents the

boundary of the finite element grid for the hydrologic solver. For ali

calculations the positioning of the domain always captured the

regions of highest pore pressure. Profiles of the non-hydrostatic

contribution to pore pressure at 1 km below the surface are shown

in Figure 4 for 2 and 4 m dikes.

Figure 5 is a plot of water table surface at different times

versus the horizontal coordinate for the 2 m dike. The upwelling is

quite broad over the 1 km cross section with a weak peak at the

center over the dike. At the peak, the maximum excursion for matrix

flow is just under" 4 meters (6 m for the 4 m dike). For CHv
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properties, the maximum value occurred 7.47 x 105 sec (8.6 days)

following the intrusion. The effect of anisotropy in the permeability

or hydraulic conductivity is illustrated in Figure 6. Assuming a

vertical permeability that was everywhere 10 times greater than

the horizontal value which was set to the value of the isotropic CHv

case, we found a more pronounced peak of about 6.5 m that occurred

- in less than one day (6.1x104 s). In another simulation, we assumed

anisotropy only in a 100 m wide strip centered on the dike. In this

case, shown in Figure 7, we wanted to examine the focussing effect

of a local vertical permeability enhancement of from 101 to 104

that might result from cracking induced by the intrusion (the

isotropic case is included for comparison). Sharp peaks were

produced by the vertical permeability enhancement. The maximum

increased with each increase in the magnitude of the vertical

permeability up to 103:1. Beyond 103:1 the peak went no higher,

topping out at 12 m, which suggests that any further rise was

limited by the volume of ground water available to be channeled into

the zone of enhanced permeability. The results for the 4 m dike with

a zone of enhanced permeability are quite similar (Figure 8).

Increases in vertical permeability resulted in increasing water table
A

maxima up to a height of about 14 m which was achieved in the

. 103:1 case. While our models are for flow in' an anisotropic matrix,

we believe that the parallel with fracture flow is suffient to

anticipate that ground water rise in fractures may also suffer from

volumetric limitations.

The distribution of saturation as a function of height above the

water table is another way to examine the effect of seismic
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pumping on ground water flow tn the matrix. Figure 9 is a plot of

the degree of pore saturation centered on the maximum excursion of

the water table for the Isotroplc permeability case. The differences

between the curves corresponding to the initial saturation

distribution (squares) and the distribution at the maximum

excursion of the water table (diamonds) are rather small and occur

only within 20 m of the initial water table level. A strip of high

vertical permeability (10:1) centered on the dike does little to

enhance the differences between the two curves as is apparent from

Figure 10.

Case2: Slip on a Normal Fault Locked at One End

A survey of the region ar'ound Yucca Mtn. indicates the

existence of numerous faults; the majority of which have either

normal or normal/oblique offsets (URS/Blume and Associates,

1986). A maximum magnitude of 6.5 was estimated for earthquakes

on these faults using the rupture dimension as a basis. We consider

that a prototypical fault for the Yucca Mtn. region might be '

characterized by a normal slip of up to one meter corresponding to a

moment magnitude of approximately 6.8-7,4. In order to enhance

hydrologic effects, we assume that displacement occurs uniformly

on the fault up to its end which is locked. Most of the volumetric

strain then occurs in a fairly local zone, In addition, this lock point

and its associated regions of large volumetric strain are assumed to

be very shallow, occurring just beneath the water table.

Figure 11. illustrates the volumetric strain distribution for

this case. The locked end of the fault lies 750 m below the surface

ii
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and 250 m below the water table. The zones which grade from black

to gray and white to gray represent zones of dilatation and

compression respectively. As in Figure 8, the black frame is the

domain for the hydrologic problem, lt Is positioned to maximize the

influence of the zone of compression on the water table response.

Figures 12 and 13 are profiles of the volumetric strain taken across

. the fault at the water table level and just above the lock point 240

m below the water table level. The maximum values of volumetric

strain are weakly dependent on the Polsson's ratio as shown in

Figure 12. To facilitate comparison with the model of Sibson et al.,

we note that the volumetric strains near the fault in our model are

up to two orders of magnitude larger than the characteristic value

of 10-5 given by Stbson et al. On the other hand, our dilatant region

is found to be much smaller (about 1 km across) than the 10 km

figure used tn their model.

Time dependent water table responses to slips of 0.10, 0.25,

0.50 and 1.0 meters are plotted in Figures 14-17 assuming isotroptc

permeability. In ali cases the water table rises less than 6 m. as

indicated by the linear relationship between maximum water table

excursion and slip plotted in Figure 18. Assuming properties

" appropriate to the Calico Hills vitrlc layer, it was found that the

water table excursion reached its maximum'within two days after

the sllp event, '.

Using the moment magnitude relationship of Hanks and

Kanamori (see Rundle, 1989), we can estimate the magnitude of an

earthquake that might be associated with the slip amplitudes

assumed here, In the relationship,
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1.5m = IogloMo-16.1, (6)

m and Mo are respectively the earthquake magnitude and the seismic

moment. The seismic moment is defined to be Mo=lLts8S where letsis

the shear modulus, e is the fault slip and S is the fault area. We

eliminate the fault area using an expression for the stress drop, Ao',

which is a function of both fault area and slip, thus obtaining"

i

5.02m = 0.67 IOglo A(_2 j- 10.79. (7)

The stress drop is a parameter that does not seem to vary strongly

from one earthquake to another. A representative value of 10 bars

is used in our calculations (Brune, 1968). Translation of slip into

earthquake, magnitude then yields the result of Figure 19. We find

that our model would predlct maximum water table excursions of 2

to 5.5 m for earthquakes with magnitudes ranging from 5.4 to 7.4

which bounds the largest events predicted for the Yucca Mtn. region.

The effect of enhancing the vertical permeability everywhere

in the hydrologic domain is shown in Figure 20 for the 1 m slip case.

As in the anisotropic dike model we find that large anisotropies do

not have a major effect on raising the water table. An increase of

103 times in the vertical permeability produces a maximum between

9 and 10 m that is approximately twice the the isotropic case.

Increasing the ratio of vertical to horizontal permeability further

results in very little if any increase in water table height. Water

table response for a locally anisotropic regime (Figure 21), modeled

by a strip of enhanced vertical permeability (up to 103'1) centered

i

I!111
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on the fault, failed to produce greater maxima than the regionally

anisotroplc case of Figure 20. in part, this is because little

channeling of ground water into the zone of high anisotropy occurs

during the rapid rise of this part of the water table near the fault. (
,_, ,

In addition, a strong sink for ground water is immediately adjacent

to the pore pressure maximum in the anisotropic zone which should

decrease the amplitude of excursion.

A Model for Water Transported by a Fracture Network

To this point, we have only considered flow in the permeable

rock matrix. Fractures also represent a possible pathway for the

transport of ground water above the water table. During transport

of ground water, fractures have the advantage of minimizing pore

water diffusion which Is characteristic of transport in the rock ....

matrix. In situations where only a limited amount of water is

available for transport, fractures would seem to offer a more

effective means for transporting it. This, however, assumes the

idealization that no significant amount of the water being carried by

a fracture is imbibed into the rock matrix. Recent modeling of

fracture flow in the Topopah Springs unit (Buscheck and Nitao, 1988)

" and the vitric Calico Hills unit (Buscheck, personal communication)

. suggests that imbibition of water being transported in fractures is

likely to have a major effect on decreasing upper bounds that are

calculated here assuming no imbibition.

We consider the effect of coupling ground water storage in the

matrix with transport in fractures. This is an arrangement that

would seem to optimize the potential for seismic pumping since a
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large volume of fluid in the matrix becomes available to be

transported along low diffusivity pathways to higher levels. The

object of our calculation using a simple model is to bound how much

water might be transported to levels that are 250 m or more above

the water table. A pressure of at least 25 bars is required to

support a column of groundwater in a sufficiently long vertical

fracture that reaches this level (capillary rise in the fracture is

negligible for the aperture considered). Thus only regions of pore

space that are pressurized to more than 25 bars above the

hydrostatic value can supply ground water to an elevation 250 m or

more above the water table.

For the 1 m slip case (m-7.4), we plot the transient pressure

contour that contains the region of pore pressures greater than 25

bars (Figure 22). Pressure histories are plotted in Figure 23 for

points corresponding to the highest initial pressure (235 bars) as

well as near the most long lived part of this region which gradually

vanishes as pore fluid diffuses through the rock matrix. If this zone

is assumed to be permeated with fractures oriented vertically, flow

into and along the fractures will occur. That flow will continue

until the pressure field surrounding a fracture falls below the 25

bar threshold. Alternatively stated, the zone of high pressure

decays and fractures at a given location will eventually fall outside

the zone and no longer contribute to production of flow at the 250 m

level. For these calculations, we select fracture apertures of 27

microns corresponding to the largest fractures commonly observed

in core samples (Klavetter and Peters, 1986). We further assume a

three fold density enhancement of three such fractures per m3 which
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are ali oriented vertically. While fractures are often filled with

sand, fault gouge or have asperities, we will treat them as ideal

channels in our bounding model. The ,equation for the mass of water

passing through the aperture, a, of a crack per unit time per unit

horizontal length is

1 &Ppa3
" Q=12 I_1 (8)

. where A P is the pressure drop along the vertical length, I, of the

crack. The pressure driving flow in the cracks is the mean of the

elementally averaged pressures encountered by columns of vertical

cracks in the zone of high pressure. As time progresses, the average

pressure around a column of fractures a,,cays. When the average

falls below 25 bars, flow in the column ceases to contribute water

at the 250 m level. As indicated in Figures 22 and 23, the high

pressure zone vanishes in less than a day. During this time water

could be pumped to the 250 m level according to our simple model.

The spatial distribution of water supplied to this level is shown in

Figure 24. The maximum flow would occur roughly 100 m from the

fault plane. The total volume pumped to this level before the zone

disappeared would be about 0.25 cu. m. per m. of fault length (Figure

25). Because the flow through a fracture dePends on the cube of the

• aperture (Eq. 8), the volume pumped is extremely sensitive to the

crack size. For example, 100 micron fractures have a flow rate for a

given pressure drop of about 50 times that of 27 micron fractures.

A total volume of 12 cu. m. per m. of fault length would be estimated

as the total volume pumped according to this model. A 0.001 m
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fracture filled with sand and asperities having an effective

permeability of 100 darcies (101Om 2) is approximately equivalent

to an ideal 100 micron fracture in terms of the flow transported for

a given pressure drop. (In making these kinds of estimates we

assume that the resistance to flow in the rock matrix which feeds

the crack is small compared to the resistance to flow along the

crack. As crack aperture increases, this assumption becomes

weaker. The resulting volume estimates become progressively

"looser" upper bounds.)

There is an absolute limit on the amount of fluid that can be

pumped from the zone of high pressure. For the 1 m slip case, the

volume decreases from about 50 cu. m per m. of fault length to zero

as the zone of high pressure decays (Figure 26). The initial value of

this upper-iimit depends only on the magnitude of slip and the

porosity and is independent of any transport properties such as

fracture size, density or the detailed nature of the fracture/matrix

hydrodynamic coupling. For less porous rocks typical of the Topopah

Springs or Tiva Canyon formations (n=0.10) the upper limit of 50 cu.

m. of water produced per m. of fault length may be reduced to less

than 10 cu. m. per m. of fault length.

Conclusions

The seismic pumping mechanism may indeed produce sufficient

pressures to support a head of over 200 m, but the water table

response in our matrix flow models produced water table excursions

of 2-14 m for the dike and normal fault cases. Only by including

vertical enhancement in permeability of up to 104:1 was the greater

II
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end of this range achievable. The amplitudes of water table

excursions obtained with these models seem to be consistent with

the observations of water table changes associated with large

earthquakes. For example, the Dixie Valley - Fairview earthquake of

1954 produced water table excursions of about 4 -11 feet (1 -3 m)

(Raney, 1988) while the 1983 Borah Peak event caused increases of

. about 4 m (see Dudley, 1990),

Water transport will not be limited to matrix flow only . A

stress change can drive water from the rock matrix to flow through

a network of fractures. This would seem to optimize the potential

for seismic pumping since most of the ground water is stored in the

matrix and fractures are pathways that reduce diffusive losses. Our

simple model for a zone of high pore pressure permeated by a

network of vertical fractures provides an upper botJnd on how much ......

water might be pumped. For a major earthquake, we found that

negligible to vanishing amounts of water would be transported to

the 250 m level if the fracture system consisted of the largest

fractures commonly observed in core samples (27 microns). The

presence of even larger fractures will obviously increase the amount

that reaches this level. There is, however, an upper bound on the

• quantity that is available to be pumped to the 250 m level. We argue

that this bound correponds to that quantity pressurized to values

above 25 bars, the pressure needed to support a 250 m column of

water. As the pore pressure decays this bound also decreases and

ultimately vanishes when pore pressures fall below the critical 25

bar value. An extreme value of this bound was found to be 50 cu. m.

of water per m0 of fault length assuming n=0.46 for the matrix

III
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porosity. Using a more typical value for of n=0.10, which is

characteristic of the Topopah Springs unit, a bound of 10 cu. m. per

m. of fault length is obtained.

I11
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Table 1

Physical Constants Used In Models

parameter: Symbol Value

Density (water) pw 1.0x103 kg/m 3
. Dynamic Viscosity I_ 1.0x10"3N slm 2

(water)
Grav. Accel. g 9.8 m/s2

' Density (CHv) Pm 2.37x103 kg/m3
Young's Modulus E 1.58xl 01o nt/m 2
Poisson's Ratio v 0.17-0.28

Porosity (CHv) n 0.46
Hydraulic Cond. Km 2.7x 10 -7 m/s
Residual Saturation Sr 0.041
Const. in Eq. 4 (CHv) o_ 1.6 x 10-2 m" 1
Const. in Eq. 4 (CHv) 13 3.87,2

.....Fault Slip _ 0.1-1.0 m
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Figure 1. Cartoon showing relationship between geometry of 10 km
dtlatant zone and high permeability fault zone into which ali
available ground water flow (dashed arrows) Is channeled,

Figure 2. Flow chart Illustrating procedure for obtaining water
table response as a function of fault/dike geometry displacements,

Figure 3. Volumetric strain field for a 2 m dike emplaoed 750 m
below the surface. Shades of white to gray Indicate regions of
compression and shades of black to gray Indicate dilatancy, The area
within the black frame Is the domain of the hydrologic model,

Figure 4. Pore pressure profiles across 2 and 4 m dikes,

Figure 5. Position of the water table as a function of time (see
legend) for Intrusion of a 2 m wide dike into a medium with
isotropic permeability,

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 except the medium has a 10:1
enhancement of vertical permeability,

Figure 7. Water table response for 2 m dike in 100 m wide zone of
vertical permeability enhancement, Vertical permeability is
enhanced from 10:1 to 104:1 over horizontal values, Maximum water
table response is included for lsotroplo case for comparison,

Figure 8. Same as Fig, 7 except for 4 m dike with vertical
permeability enhancement of 10:1 - 103:1,

Figure 9. Moisture content for the tsotroplc case of the vadose
zone in a column above the 2 m dike at t=O, and at the time
corresponding to the maximum excursion of the water table,

Figure 10. Same as Fig, 9 except for case of 2 m dike in 100 m
wide region of vertical permeability enhancement (10:1)0

Figure 11. Volumetric strain distribution for 1 m of slip on
normal fault (dashed line) locked 750 m below surface (250 m below
water table). Region in black frame is domain of hydrologic model,

Figure 12. Horizontal volumetric strain profile at water table
level for 1 m slip case assuming two different values of Polsson's
ratio,
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Figure 14. Surface of water table (S=0,99) at three different
tlmes for an 0,1 rn slip event, Solid line corresponding to final time
Is maximum excursion of water table surface,

Figure lti. Same as Ftg, 14 except for 0,25 m slip event,

Figure 16. Same as Fig, 14 except for 0,5 m sllp event,

Figure 17. Same as Fig, 14 except for 1.0 m slip event,

Figure 18. Plot of maximum water table rise as a function of slip
on normal fault,

' Figure 19. Plot of maximum water table rise as a function of
earthquake magnitude, 1 m slip corresponds to m..7,4,

Figure 20. Water table response for regional vertloal permeability
enhancements of from 10 to 103, Isotroplo case Included for
comparison,

Figure 21. Water table response for local vertical permeability
enhancement (10 to 103)with anlsotroplo region centered around .....
normal fault,

Figure 22. Contours of decaying region of pore pressures
exceeding 25 bars, Region vanishes In less than one day for CHv
properties0 Llfetlme would Increase with lower permeabllltles,

Figure 23. Histories of pore pressure at two points in zone of high
pore pressures, Location A Is point of highest pore pressure,
Location B Is near point of weakest decay,

Figure 24. Spatial distribution of water pumped to 250 m level
' through 27 micron cracks as obtained from simple fracture flow

model,

Figure 25. Plot showing total volume of water raised to the 250 m
level as a function of time,

Figure 26. Plot showing quantity of excess ground water as a
function of time that Is pressurized to values above 25 bars,
Provides upper bound on maxirnLJmquantity of water that could be
driven by pressure to 250 m level, Time dependence determined by
decay of pore pressure caused by diffusion irl matrtx,
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Fig. 5

Water Table Response- 2 m Dike
CHv- Isotropic Perm. Case
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Fig. 6

Water Table Response- 2 m Dike
CHv - Anisotroplc Vert. Perm. Case (10:1)
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Fig. 7

Water Table Response- 2 m Dike
Different Vertical Perm. Enhancements
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• Fig. 8

Water Table Response -4 m Dike
Different Vertical Perm. Enhancements
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Fig. 9

Moisture Content In Vadose Zone
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Moisture Content In Vadose Zone
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Fig. 12

Volumetric Strain Profile
at Water Table Level
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Water Table Response - 0,10 m Slip
Chv - Isotroplo Permeability
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Water Table Response- 0,25 m Slip
CHv - Isotroplc Permeability
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Water Table Response- 0.5 m Slip
CHv- Isotroplc Permeability
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Fig. 17

Water Table Response - 1 m Slip
CHv - Isotropic Permeability
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Fig. 18

Maximum Rise Versus
Normal Fault Slip
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Fig. 19

Maximum Rise Versus

Earthquake Magnitude
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Fig. 20

Water Table Response- 1 m Slip
Different Vertical Perm. Enhancements
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Fig. 21

Water Table Response - 1 m Slip
Local Vertical Perm Enhancements
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Decay of Pore Pressures > 25 Bars
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Fig. 211

Volume Produced per Unit Area at 250 m
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Fig. 25

Total Volume of Water Raised 250 m
3 x 27 micron Fracture System
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Fig. 26

Excess Ground Water Volume
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